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PICTURE GALLERY 
The Supreme Cat Show Photos 

 

  
The K&TCA table on Club Row 

Clare Treacher, Dee Hillier-Kidston and Jen Lacey 
 

The beautiful Suchin [TAI a 33] on Club Row. 
Owned by Sarah Williams-Elliss. Bred by Julie Cherkas 

   
Grand Champion Indigo Forgetme Not [KOR] 

Reserve Best of Variety Foreign Adult  
Owned and bred by Liz Beckett.  

Nickelsilva Serendipity [KOR] 
Best of Variety Foreign Kitten 

Owned and bred by Cathy Nicholls.  
 

  
The handsome Jagger [KOR] – Poised and waiting to greet 

his Public on Club Row 
Champion Serennol Lillee in Pink [TAI c] 

Owned by Jen Lacey, bred by Sarah Williams-Elliss 

Photos Courtesy of Clare Treacher and Catherine Tew. 



PICTURE GALLERY 
Members Kitten Photos 

 
 

  
Kanzona Korat Kittens 
Bred by Felicity Black 

 

Jusarka Thai Blue Point Kittens 
Bred by Julie Cherkas 

    
Saluay Korat Kittens 

Bred by Clare Treacher 
Indigo Korat Kitten 
Bred by Liz Beckett 

 
 

 
Cattleya Korat Kitten 

Bred by Louise Portsmouth 
Our third Thai Lilac Point kitten to be born, 
 caught mid-yawn!   Bred by Julie Cherkas 
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Chairman’s Welcome 
 
 
I have to say it once again. It was a SUPERB SUPREME for our Korats. Not only did we have a 
Best of Variety Winner, again!!!, we came oh so close to having two!!! And it has to be 
remembered the Foreign Section is the most difficult in which to achieve this high honour. 
There are far more cats in competition all representing the very best of their own breeds. For 
a small minority breed we punch way above our weight and I have to say I’m really pleased and 
proud about that fact. 
 
So CONGRATULATIONS to: 
 

* Nikelsilva Serendipity   Best Foreign Kitten 
  (owned & bred by Cathy Nichols) 
        and 

* Gr Ch Indigo Forgetme Not   Reserve Best Foreign Adult 
  (owned & bred by Liz Beckett) 
 
There is actually a show trophy for the Korat who does best at the Supreme. It was given 
many years ago by the Korat Cat Fanciers Association of the USA, and I was looking at it this 
afternoon. That wasn’t because I won it last year with Anjali and forgot to take it to the show. 
It’s one of many trophies the club owns but have been packed away for several years, because 
the giving, returning, displaying and cleaning of such things has rather gone out of fashion in 
this digital age. Exhibitors want to brag to the world with pictures on Face Book rather than 
have a cup on the sideboard, which it’s possible that some uncaring Korat or Thai might knock 
over or spray.  
 
So what to do with them? I’ve prepared a list of those trophies that have been returned to me 
recently. Do they go back to the person who donated them, or maybe the one won who last won 
them? Either or both could be difficult to determine. Perhaps some could be given to keep at 
the next show, or can there be some other use? Ideas please. 
 
If you breed or exhibit, please browse through the rule changes in the delegate’s report. I 
have to say it was really satisfying to see the microchipping of all breeding males was 
approved. That’s six years after KCA (as we were then) first proposed it. 
 
Finally: All good wishes for a Happy Christmas to all club members and your beautiful cats. 
  

 



Editors’ Notes 
Hello everyone! 
 
Here it is! Just what you’ve all been waiting for, your winter 
edition of the newsletter!! 
 
‘What happened to the summer?’ I hear you all say! 
If I’m honest…I’m really not sure where this year has gone! The heating finally went on for my 
ladies, late November, following the extremely mild start to the winter months. If only it were 
to stay that mild all year round. Although Maisie and Willow seem pretty chuffed that the heat 
is now on! 
 
So what have I been up to?? 
As some of you will know, I am keen at making things. So during the summer I’ve been busy on 
the embroidery machine creating some merchandise for the club. We sold a few wares at the 
Supreme in October, but if you are interested, I still have a few K&TCA fleeces left for sale at 
the bargain price of £20. These are black, with a Cat’s head (lovely green eyes) and ‘Korat and 
Thai Cat Association’ embroidered on the back in silver thread. If you would like one, just email 
me at dee@korats.org.uk to check if I still have your size available.  I’ve also been embroidering 
personalised tote bags. Perhaps you might like one for your shopping? Or maybe you’re a 
breeder and would like to purchase some, to give one away with your kittens as a goodie bag 
when they go off on their travels to their new homes?  
All funds go towards the club, so just get in touch if you are interested. 
 
In September, I stewarded for my sister Wendy Pobgee at the Bucks, Oxon & Berks and East 
Sussex shows. She judged the Household Pets. It was a fabulous day.  
Then in October, I went to the Supreme Cat Show. I always enjoy a bit of chat, so thank you to 
those of you who took the time to drop by and see us on Club Row. It was great to put names to 
faces  
 
For those of you, who have access to the internet and haven’t already done so, please ‘Like’ us 
on Facebook! Just search for ‘Korat & Thai Cat Association’. This is a new venture that we have 
started, to try and communicate with members. Hopefully this will help us to pass on any 

information that we think may be useful or relevant to you all.  
 
Just before I go, a big thank you to all who have sent in articles and 
photo’s for this newsletter. Apologies if you didn’t make it in this 
edition. We hope to use as many contributions as we can in future 
Newsletters, so please keep those articles coming.  
We can’t survive without you!  
 
Well that’s about it from me! 
MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY NEW YEAR 
From Me, Mark, Maisie and Willow  

 
Dee Hillier-Kidston – Newsletter Editor – for contact details, see inside front cover. 

mailto:dee@korats.org.uk


 

  Committee News  
          Your committee is dedicated to promoting Korats & Thais. 

This is what we’ve been up to since the last newsletter.  
 
I’m definitely a “southerner” - and so pleased that we rarely get snow 

down here in Southampton!  The days will soon be getting longer again, thank goodness, and I’m 
hoping this will be the mildest winter we’ve had for many years.  I was in the garden this morning 
and noticed the mint is already sprouting and the jasmine is in full bud – hopefully, they won’t be 
killed off by frost in the next month or so!  The cats are also still enjoying a fair bit of sunshine and 
tell me they don’t want any snow – thank you!! My solar panels go up next week so please – no 
rain dances - do plenty of sun dances instead!  And now to business....... 
  
THE OFFICERS OF THE CLUB AND COMMITTEE  
As you will see from our Treasurer’s Report, Brian Lacey intends to stand down from his role as 
treasurer at next year’s AGM.  Brian stepped into this role as a favour to the club and I think he 
thought it would be a temporary appointment to sort out “a bit of a mess” left by the previous 
occupier of this prestigious role! If my memory serves me, this was some 10 plus years ago!!  Little 
did he realise he’d still be doing it all these years later.  I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank Brian for his work during the time he served as treasurer, particularly for the grounding 
“non-cat” page he has contributed to the all the newsletters!  If anyone has what it takes to fill 
Brian’s shoes, please get in touch with me and I can take details to put an application forward to be 
considered by the committee. 
 
2016 K&TCA CHAMPIONSHIP SHOWS 
As mentioned previously, we have two breed shows next year and the committee were busy a 
few months ago discussing judge choices for both, to avoid repetition.  Our 10th Championship 
show will be held in Wolverhampton, on 3rd April 2016, and our 11th show, joining the Russian 
Blue Breeders Association at Ettington on 1st October 2016.  Schedules for the April show will be 
out early in the New Year and further details will be published on our website and in the next 
newsletter.  I hope many of you will be entering and hope to see you there. 
 
SHOW STRUCTURE REVIEW GROUP - UPDATE  
The Review Group developed a short survey to gather opinions from those who show. It included a 
final space for ideas for improvement to be put forward.  The survey is due to close on December 
7th after which the results will be analysed and feedback provided.  I hope those interested 
managed to complete the survey in time.  If not, do let the committee know your views and ideas 
so they can be aired when the review is next up for discussion. They are hoping to present some 
initial proposals to the February 2016 Council meeting. 
 
NEW MEMBERS 
We have six new members and the committee would like to offer them all a warm welcome. 
Welcome to our New Members:                                  
Mr Martin Gore, Southport, Merseyside          Ms Chantal Santhiapillai, London  
Ms Tara Hammerstad, Hove, Sussex              Mrs Christine Batt, Birmingham, West Midlands 
Ms Tanja Peco, London       Mrs Alison Kennie, High Wycombe, Bucks. 
 
Finally, may I wish you all a Very Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!  

 
May 2016 bring you and your pets, health, wealth and happiness! 

 
Julie Cherkas (Club Secretary)   



OBSOLETE K&TCA TROPHIES 
 
Over the years, the club has received various trophies and awards for cats which are shown.  The 
trophies listed have been in storage for several years. I’ve included what I know of their history and 
condition. We may be able to find a use for some, but most probably not all.  
 
 

 Sassafras Trophy for the Best Male Korat of the Year , possibly the original donated by Chris Green         
 The Sassafras Rose Bowl with wooden plinth – large and looks quite new 
 Ramiro Award for the Best Female Korat of the Year  - 2003 replacement for the original, nice plate 
 Serenis Neuter Shield - donated by Val Richards (Tully), worn condition 
 Chymist Shield kitten of Best Opposite Sex 1998  - donated by Peggy Phillips and used only twice 
 Indigo Memorial Best Junior Neuter  Franzline  - donated by Frances Phillips, very large & heavy 
 Corona Memorial Best Assessment Cat of the Year – similar to the above, but donor not specified 
 Chymist Trophy for the Best Thai Blue Point – donated by Peggy Phillips 
 2 glass photo frames, one each for Best Thai Lilac and Best Thai Blue Point 
 The Supreme Trophy - highest achieving Korat at the Supreme Show donated by Korat Cat Fanciers  
 Chairman's Trophy 2000 – reasonable condition, could be used as a trophy for the club show 
 Starok  Cup -  donated by Teresa Wright  and looks worn 
 Abbotsbrook Silver Dust Memorial Trophy 2000 – possibly donated by Angela Bonner 
 Khalifah (Bharu) Memorial Trophy - Jane Hard, neuter award 
 New Members Trophy.– good condition, only one more space, last awarded to Debbie Daulby in 2003 
    L F Hard KCA Memorial Stone – Jane Hard 
 Photo in a frame of the Thai King – donated by Ianthe Cormack  

 
 
Not designated for any purpose and donor unknown: 
 

 Medium sized cup blue stem with KCA on it 
 Medium sized cup black stem plain 
 Silver cup with thin stem  - very worn 
 Plain silver cup on black stand   - good condition  
 Small cup on black triangle  - good condition 
 4 small open class winner plates – very clean could be used  

 
 
Household Pet Awards 
 

 Naomi Ruth memorial  trophy best HHP at the KCA show – donated by the Hawkins family 
 2 trophies with Wimbush 2000 on them – possibly donated by Gretta Tamlyn  
 

The Committee would welcome ideas and if you would like to have one 
because you donated it, or it holds special memories let me know. 

 
Jen Lacey, Chairman 

 
 

More Cat Facts…… 
 

 A feral female cat may have 3 to 7 kittens every 4 months.  

 A cat is pregnant for anything from 58 to 70 days. 

 A cat can jump even 7 times as high as it is tall. 

 Cats take between 20-40 breaths per minute.  

 Many cats cannot properly digest Cow's milk. Milk & milk products give them diarrhoea. 

 A cat taken far from its home can return to it. But if a cat's owners move far from its home, 
the cat can't find them. 



MEETING OF OCTOBER COUNCIL 2015 
 
It was one of those occasions when the starting and finishing points were dovetailed neatly. There was concern 
initially that a quorum wouldn't be reached as there were so few delegates in the room with just ten minutes to 
go to midday. One conjecture was that the dreadful weather had put people off coming out. The possibility of 
transport problems and that the early start of this meeting had been forgotten by some, were also mentioned. 
 
The final remark in 'any other business' probably got nearer the truth, as the speaker knew of some regular 
attendees who had decided that they could not get to both Council and the Supreme in the same week. The last 
decision of the day was not to schedule both so closely together next year. 
 
As it happened, a fair few arrived near to the deadline and with almost ninety delegates taking their seats. Shortly 
after twelve the Chairman opened the meeting and another session of Council was underway. Good wishes were 
sent to the President, Grace Denny, as she was recovering from surgery. A message carrying the hope of a 
successful and happy day had been received from her. Friends and colleagues who had passed on since June were 
remembered ahead of all business, with special note of Juanita Sharp, whose early and sudden death had brought 
sadness to her many friends. 
 
The Codes of Conduct – a hot topic debated 
 
The meeting had started an hour earlier than is usual for an October Council to allow more time for debate, at the 
request of delegates in June. The controversial issue of whether GCCF should have a Code of Conduct relating to 
social media had been proposed towards the end of that Council meeting when it was deemed that there was 
insufficient time for full debate, and that it should return this month, positioned as a key agenda item. 
 
Unfortunately, Michele Codd, who had drafted the Code preferred by the Board, was unable to be present so the 
Chairman summarized points she had made previously. He stressed that it was suitable to cover GCCF staff, 
officers, committees and all members of the GCCF community, and had been based on an existing policy of an 
equine association, drafted with legal guidance (using terminology that gave precise definitions) that spelt out 
what would be unacceptable. It gave some protection to GCCF as a corporate entity, but also could be used by 
those who believed they were the victims of cyber bullying. 
 
Several delegates spoke in the subsequent debate. A number made the point that such a code would be 
unenforceable, particularly because judgment of what was unacceptable was extremely subjective, and also 
because it would be impossible to prove who had actually made the posting. Another observation was that what 
appeared on social media was best ignored. Any type of response inflamed a situation that left to itself would be 
quickly forgotten. 
 
The Chairman of IC, Dr Gillian Bennett spoke in favour of having a code, because it clarified and gave greater 
definition to what the byelaws termed ‘discreditable conduct’ and was an existing reason for disciplinary action. 
Others spoke of setting standards for the GCCF community, making it clear that respect for each other was 
paramount.  
 
Overall there seemed to be more delegates who were dismissive of the idea of a code of conduct applicable to all, 
and this was reflected in the outcome of the vote. 37 proved to be in favour and 54 against. 
 
An alternative code, based on the Kennel Club’s, had been proposed by the Southern and South Western Birman 
Cat Club. This set out the expectation of respect for others from social media users, but stressed it was not GCCF’s 
responsibility to become involved in disputes, instead directing those with grievances to seek legal advice. This 
found even less favour amongst delegates. Only 19 voted for, with 74 against. Presumably some of those wanting 
a code that had the possibility of sanctions preferred no code at all to one that that merely requested fair play. 

 
BREED & CLUB MATTERS 

 
Four revised registration policies and four amended standards of points were approved unanimously. Tonkinese 
with Burmese Colour restriction, now have championship status and any show not yet closed may offer a breed 



class for them.  
 
Cinnamon and Fawn Point Balinese, with the colours also allowed for in Tortie, Tabby and Tortie/Tabby Points, 
may now be shown in the existing Balinese breed class. 
 
Two new breeds were introduced: the Chartreux, the blue cat of France, and the Toyger, a mackerel tabby 
patterned breed derived from Bengals and domestic cats.  
 
The Tabby Cat Club had been newly reconstituted and dispensation was granted for it continuing to have 
delegate representation. Also a new club, the Australian Mist Cat Association, had full membership approved. 
Council was informed that two clubs whose names currently contained “Ocicat Classic” wished to change this to 
“Aztec” in line with the name change approved for the breed in June Council.  
 
The Chairman sought opinion on a proposal made by the Finance Committee that there should be a penalty 
applied to clubs who made late returns, to encourage paperwork by 1 May, as required by the byelaws, and go 
some way to covering the administrative costs involved in chasing up those who delayed. Delegate opinion 
seemed in favour of a higher penalty than the £10 suggested by FC, but some allowance of extenuating 
circumstances. It will now be for the Board to discuss the matter further and bring forward a proposal to February 
Council. 

Changes That Will Affect All 
 
There were two general matters relating to registration. It was agreed that the Experimental Register had 
outlived its usefulness, and it need not feature on the new computer system. And it was also agreed that minor 
changes to registration policies could also be posted on the website, with a period allowed for objection. 
 
*This change will not be relevant to the Thai Lilac Points. When an application for recognition is made for these it 
will be as a new colour of an existing breed and they will join the Thai Lilac and Thai Blue Point in the existing 
class.  

RULES, BYELAWS AND A NEW APPEALS COMMITTEE 
 
There were several rule changes. Note the first particularly as this will change the requirement for certificates of 
entirety. It is effective immediately, but will not be applied retrospectively. 
 
This was a proposal from the Veterinary Advisory Committee, and was perhaps the most contentious as some 
breeders do not like the use of microchips. It was suggested that it should be a recommendation rather than a 
rule, but, perhaps because recognised that vets are increasingly requiring that definitive confirmation of identity 
is a necessity for valid test record, it was approved by a substantial majority. Therefore all certificates of entirety 
will be required to carry the detail of a microchip number or that of an alphanumeric tattoo.   It’s been a long 
time coming. KCA proposed this in 2009! 
 
Male cats were also the subject of discussion for consideration of whether the use of a hormonal implant for 
contraception was acceptable for those coming to the show bench. Although there was some concern expressed 
that these altered behaviour and appearance it was considered acceptable that breeders opting to use them for 
studs should not be penalised, as this was frequently done for the benefit of the cat concerned. Most delegates 
supported this. 
 
 An addition to an existing rule clarified that females should not be shown if it was suspected they could be 
pregnant. This was intended as a deterrent of poor practice, but it was pointed out that it could easily be checked 
and proven if necessary by comparing a queen’s show record with the date of birth on a litter registration 
application. 
 
Exhibitors may now ask that their addresses are not published in show catalogues, and show managers will be 
obliged to accede to such requests. However, details of all addresses will still be required in show returns. It was 
queried whether there was now no necessity for any addresses to be published, though some delegates felt an 
exhibitor should always have an option. The decision was that the rule as proposed would be considered on this 
occasion, and if clubs wished for further change they could propose it as a new change, rather than as an 
amendment. 



 
Two other show rule changes were for the purpose of consistency. It was clarified that exhibits could be 
withdrawn up to a published extension entry date, and that overseas judges had equality of eligibility with GCCF 
judges for the purpose of judging title classes.  
 
To assist the Board and the Genetics Committee in their discussions on requested registration policy amendments 
BACs must now send a rationale to explain the purpose of such changes. As changes now include additions to 
testing/screening for a range of health factors it has become essential to understand why what is wanted is 
required to be able to assess whether it is achievable by the method proposed.  
 
These changes were approved, but the removal of the rule about smoking and handling cats was withdrawn. It 
was thought no longer to serve a purpose as smoking in public places is banned, but there was no certainty this 
covered e-cigarettes and thought it was best left in place just in case it should be required in future. 

 
Byelaw Revisions 

 
The first byelaw change permitted the election of the Appeals Committee to take place at this October Council 
meeting, and subsequent ones. There had not been sufficient applicants to appoint to AC in June, and fortunately 
there were six to take the existing places today, once the bylaw change was approved.  
 
The other change was a minor wording amendment to clarify that the maximum for a first fixed penalty charge 
was £100. It was confirmed that although this could double or triple if the serious issues it was used for were 
repeated, it never had been, since IC could refer any case to DC, and would certainly do so if the welfare of cats 
was involved. 

The Appeals Committee 
 
Maria Chapman-Beer, Pat Cherry, Cynthia Cullin, Carol Pike, Elisabeth Stark and Betty Shingleton are now 
members of the Appeals Committee. There are no reserves, but as the committee is quorate with three, this 
should not be a problem. The Chairman asked that they work out amongst themselves who should stay for one, 
two and three years initially, though there could be an electoral process in February if they couldn’t decide this.  
He also reminded Council that the AC had a duel remit. It could hear cases referred on from the Disciplinary 
Committee, as would be expected from the name, but it could also be used for arbitration in club/BAC/individual 
disputes when its decision was binding. There was the possibility that this function could be used more widely in 
future. 

SHOW BUSINESS 
News of a survey 
The Chairman of the Show Structure Review reported that the survey designed to obtain input from all those 
interested would be published shortly. It would be sent to those whose email addresses were held on record by 
GCCF, and would also be posted on the GCCF website, and go to Facebook pages. Delegates were urged to spread 
news of it and encourage participation. 
 
It was short, just five simple sections with an invitation for additional ideas. The running period would be until 7 
December and it was hoped that collation would be completed in time so that the group could meet early in the 
new year and make proposals for February Council.  

 
YOU ARE RECOMMENDED TO COMPLETE THIS IF YOU HAVEN’T ALREADY DONE SO. 

 
Judge Appointments 

 
Elisabeth Stark became a Full Judge of Korats and is wished well by K&TBAC. Will Korat & Thai exhibitors look out 
for our new Pupil judges, Sandra Woodley and Sarah Dewhurst they are anxious to get their hands on your cats – 
for the best of all possible reasons, to gain experience. 
 
Reports on business matters, an IT update and GCCF finance can all be found in a longer version of this report at: 
http://www.gccfcats.org/About-GCCF/Council-Meetings   
 
Jen Lacey (K&TCA Delegate) 22 October 2015. 



Just for Fun! 
 

C O R N I S H R E X D E L Y O O K U Q D 
T D O O W A U S T R A L I A N M I S T H 
R E N O R W E G I A N F O R E S T C A T 
H Y D C W P X E W A T C C K Q K T S X V 
N J F E T I X D O B I F Q L A O R W Y N 
M J G N Y A Y N S C Y R E J F R A R N V 
W J R I D R L I A B H Y B F H A K G P X 
Q Q F A G U H T P U A M N A I T P Y G E 
F E U M U P T R S N V I J F L K H K S S 
P C I A J A T F A V A K U R Y E J D J E 
K B H A G G L D D N N A M R I B I D W T 
L J H B K N O S H O A A L G F B O R E H 
U L T H A I B L U E P O I N T J J U E H 
X N Y H P S P X L L O B E N G A L I S O 
Z L L R E S U Q O T P D D A I L W J E P 
Z O K T R F R K E E I Z S I V S R G M L 
S N O W S H O E S D I B E S D S S P R F 
U P G A I F F Y S H Y N G S E C Y Y U E 
J T G S A J H U G J R J H U Y A D F B H 
O R I E N T A L L O D G A R U S S D I A 

 
Why not have yourself a coffee break and see if you can find all of the cat breeds in the 
list below! There are 20 in total. Answers are on page 20. 
 
  ABYSSINIAN     AUSTRALIAN MIST      BENGAL 
  BIRMAN      BURMESE            CORNISH REX 
  EGYPTIAN MAU        HAVANA        KORAT 
  MAINE COON     NORWEGIAN FOREST CAT           OCICAT 
  ORIENTAL        PERSIAN        RAGDOLL 
  RUSSIAN      SINGAPURA       SNOW SHOE 
  SPHYNX      THAI BLUE POINT 
 
                             

 

Cat Trivia 
 
Do cats have more bones than humans? 
A cat has more bones than a human; humans have 206, but the cat has 230 (some sites list 245 
bones, and state that bones may fuse together as the cat ages! 
 
How many skeletal muscles does a cat have?  
The cat's clavicle, or collarbone, does not connect with other bones but is buried in the 
muscles of the shoulder region. This lack of a functioning collarbone allows them to fit through 
any opening the size of their head. The cat has 500 skeletal muscles (humans have 650)  



 

10 New Year Resolutions for Your Cat 
Resolutions 
With the coming of the New Year, the inevitable resolutions 
begin. Trim your girth, be nicer toward your in-laws and spend 
more time with the family. We're all familiar with the promises 
we make to improve ourselves in the coming year. 
 
Your cat, believe it or not, also wants to embark on a program of 

self-improvement in the spirit of the New Year. Perhaps self-improvement is 
overstating the case; she wishes to fine-tune herself. Although she comes close, your 
cat realises no one is perfect. 
 
Here are the top 10 New Year's Resolutions for your cat, from her perspective. Just 
don't say anything if she falls a little short of the goal.  
 
1: I promise to trim down a little. Being bigger means there is more of me to love, 
but perhaps I can stand to lose a little weight, if I'm given the opportunity and the 
right kinds of toys to play with. 
 
2: I'll be friendlier to strangers. I won't turn my nose up at newcomers right away. 
Instead, I'll give them a chance to scratch my ears before disappearing under the bed. 
 
3: I'll be cuddlier to family members. I'll purr more and be more affectionate to 
everyone in the family, except the dog – unless he promises to stay the heck out of 
my litter tray! 
 
4: I'll be nicer to the birds and fish in the household.  Sure, I'll be very nice to 
them. Perhaps if I'm nice, they'd want to come out and play with me ...... 
 
5: I won't be as finicky about my food.  Just as long as it's the right texture, taste 
and temperature, and given at the right time each day. 
 
6: I'll lay off the furniture and stick to my scratching post.  After all, that's what 
the scratching post is for. Besides, I've made enough marks to show who really owns 
this place.  
 
7: I'll stop hiding stuff behind the couch.  It's getting a little cluttered behind 
there anyway. Someone in the house is really trying to find that diamond ring – 
they're making too much of a racket. 
 
8: I'll let everyone else sleep later.  I suppose 5:00 am is a little too early to get 
everyone up to feed me. I think I can hold on until 5:30!  
 
9: I'll stay off the worktops, at least when company is around.  I only get 
chased off anyway. Sooner or later everyone leaves, so I can patrol the worktops if 
I'm just a little patient. 
 
10: I'll be more tolerant of those homemade bandannas.  They feel a little 
funny, and I dislike having something put on me, but the colours really do match my 
hair coat, and they set off my eyes nicely. 
 
 
 



Looking for a Furever Home  
 
Hi 
  
I am Grand Champion Jenanca Barabajagal, but I answer to 
Jagger. I am four years old and I am now neutered, but have 
done my bit for the breed by being a stud for a while and I 
also have no objection to being shown and meeting and 
greeting my many admirers. I’m that sort of a lad, a really 
friendly boy, well into playtime, purring and I love a snuggle. 
People are my best friends.  
 
What would suit me is a home of my own where I can be 
the only cat to be loved, or I don’t mind a girl who likes me. I 
get a bit hassled with a gang, especially if they have kittens 
and chew at the end of my tail. My worst indoor habit 
though is clearing up every scrap of food available and I’ll 
open packets of treats that aren’t safely stored. It isn’t really 
doing my waistline a lot of good. Outside it’s me doing the 
hassling, as I remind those boys in their runs that I’m the 
superior one.  
 
So if you have space for a Korat or know someone who would like a soppy boy just like me, please contact my 
mum. 
Yours affectionately 
Jagger       Tel 01664 474408 or email: jen.lacey@btinternet.com 
 

 
 
Wondering how many pets we keep in UK, I turned to the internet and consulted the Pet Food 
Manufacturers Association (PFMA) website, which revealed that, in 2015, 12 million (46% of) 
households had pets.The total pet population was 58 million. Based on running totals over two years, 
the Top Ten pets for 2015 were:- 
1. Fish kept in tanks: 20 million (9% of households) 

2. Fish kept in ponds: 17 million (5% of households) 

3. Dogs: 8.5 million (24% of households) 

4. Cats: 7.4 million (17% of households) - eating 311,000 tons of wet food and 94,000 tons of dry. 

5. Rabbits: 1 million (2% of households) 

6. Domestic fowl: 700,000 (1% of households) 

7. Guinea Pigs: 700,000 (1% of households) 

8. Caged birds: ½ million (1% of households) 

9. Hamsters: 400,000 (1% of households) 

10. Horses and ponies: 400,000 (1.1% of households) 

Other popular pets were: Lizards (300,000 / 1% of households); snakes (300,000 / 0.6% of households); 
tortoises and turtles (300,000 / 0.7% of households); frogs and toads (200,000 / 0.1% of households); pigeons 
(200,000 / 0.3% of households); newts/salamanders (200,000 / 0.2% of households); gerbils (100,000 / 0.1% of 
households); rats, insects and mice were the least popular (100,000 for each / 0.3% of households total). 

Robin Miller 

mailto:jen.lacey@btinternet.com


My Show Days – by Jen Day 
 
Hello everyone,  
 
This year is the first time I've missed going to the Supreme Cat 
Show. I was sat at home really missing it even though it's a very 
tiring day.  
 
My first time at the Supreme in 2007, I took Portia, my Korat girl, 
Maipenrai Tao Princess. I borrowed a set of drapes from my breeder 
Janet Jeffers. There were only 2 cats in her class and she won Best of 
Breed. Later in the afternoon there were 17 in the foreign neuter class, 
and the judge picked my girl in the last 5. Since then Portia has gained her UK status as well 
as my other Korat girl, Bluebell, Maipenrai Doc Flower. Both of them are now retired from 
Shows. 
 
I started showing in 2005 at the Short Hair Cat Show in Telford. I met Janet at the show. I 
showed Portia and Oliver, Maipenrai Lilac Foxglove, when they were both kittens. Janet 
brought Maipenrai Tao Lucy, Portia’s litter sister. We both received good reports and my cats 
received red rosettes, these are for first place. This is what got me hooked on showing.  
 
I brought my cats to my first Korat cat show in April 2005. After putting my cats in their 
pens, I went and helped on the tombola and raffle stall. I kept hearing whispers about how 
nice Maipenrai Tao Princess was. She was awarded the President’s Choice and the Best of 
Breed. Her pen was covered in red rosettes. When they judged overall best in show, she won. 
Oliver, my lilac boy (Maipenrai Lilac Foxglove) just moaned all day. I acquired Maipenrai Doc 
Flower in 2009 and she did well in shows too. 
 
I showed Portia and Bluebell many times and they both received their titles of UK IMPERIAL 
GRAND PREMIER. 
 
When you receive that first red rosette, you will be hooked like me. I really miss showing and 
meeting all the friendly people.  
 
So if you are thinking about showing your beautiful Korat or Thai, you could either ask your 
breeder or any of the committee for advice. The show schedule seems a bit confusing to begin 
with, i.e. what class to enter plus choosing the miscellaneous classes, but with a little help you 
will soon learn. What you need for the pen is a white blanket, white litter tray, white water 
bowl (clip on style) and a white food dish. I was lucky as my Breeder Janet Jeffers loaned 
them to me to see whether I like showing. But they are all on sale at the shows. 
 
When you arrive at the show, your cat is vetted in (given a quick health check by a vet or vet 
nurse) then you can get your pen ready. Disinfect your pen first. Then put your blanket, litter 
tray (with litter of course), clip the water bowl to the side. Food is usually put in after 12.30.  
           
At around about 10am you will be asked to leave the pens for judging to begin. At 12.30 you 
can go back to your pen and put food in, check your cat and give a little cuddle. When I showed 
sometimes my cat was the only Korat there. The catalogue tells you what class your cat is in 



and you can check how your cat has done from the results board where they pin up all the 
results. Hopefully your cat will do well and you have a best of breed and red rosettes. Usually, 
the show closes around 4.30pm and you can take your cat home. 
 
If you’re showing at the Supreme then you will need drapes. I have a set in green. If anyone 
would like to use them, please do get in touch. 
 
All members – Has your cat at any GCCF show in 2015 gained a champion certificate, grand, 
imperial or Olympian with best of breed, best of variety, the same with premier. 
 
Please let me know your cat’s results. I cannot award best breeder or best cat certificates 
without them.  See page 24 for further details. 
 
Best wishes 
Jen Day, Show Support Secretary 
 
 

 
 

Membership  – Reminder! 
 
Dear Members, 
 
We appreciate your continued support for the club and the Korat & Thai breed. For 
those of you who have already paid your 2016 subs early, many thanks to you for your 
commitment and we are pleased you would like to continue your membership and 
receive newsletters for the coming year.  
 
If you haven’t paid yet, don’t forget that 2016 subs are due on the 1st January 2016.  
We would love for you all to carry on with your membership, so to continue, please pay 
your subs as soon as you can; by Paypal to treasurerkca@btinternet.com or by cheque 
payable to Korat Cat Association. More details can be found on page 21. Please note, if 
paying by cheque, it may take a short while for the cheque to be cashed.  
 
If you don’t have a cheque book or a PayPal account, if you can send an email to  
membership@korats.org.uk  I can suggest other ways for you to make your payment. I 
will then ensure your payment safely reaches the treasurer.  
 
When your payment has been received by the treasurer, I will send you a confirmation 
email, so be sure to add the membership@korats.org.uk and dee@korats.org.uk to 
your email address book so that it doesn’t end up in your spam email folder! 
 
If you need any further help or information, please do not hesitate to get in touch. 
 
Dee Hillier-Kidston  
Membership Secretary 
 
 
 
 

mailto:treasurerkca@btinternet.com
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Fig.1 While Pandora supervises Binx plays hide and 
seek with Indi who loves to get underneath the 
sheet…!   

Pandora’s Paws for Thought by Jocelyn Glanfield 
 
Pandora’s Domestic Bliss 
I’ve always loved cats and been happily owned by them for the last 
35 years, but Korats and Thais aren’t quite like any other cats, are 
they?  My Korat Pandora, is Queen of our household and loves to 
micro-manage our daily lives as she believes we need constant 
supervision in order to do things to the high standards she has set.  
As slaves to these Oriental cats we all know just how kind they are 
and how much they love to “help” and to ensure we receive plenty 
of that special kind of help. Pandora has trained Indi and Binx, our 
two Thai Blue Point boys, to be her deputies and together they 
signed a pledge, that ensures all tasks last five times longer than 
before I had their assistance and are done purely for their 
enjoyment – of course I wouldn’t change a thing as its much more fun this way…  
 

 Pandora, because she is just Pandora, has earned herself many 
titles, some of them are even Polite.  While most start with the 
letter P (simply because it’s Prettier that way), some of them 
describe her character.  Today she was being one of her favourites, 
Pandora The Persistent and had from early this morning done 
everything very Persistently.  From the very start of the day she 
behaved Persistently by giving us Persistent “love bites”, first our 
feet, then arms and finally noses, which got us out of bed to attend 
to Pandora’s breakfast and other comforts.  Going downstairs, we 
had discovered some very persistent footprints all over the kitchen 

floor, which is black and therefore shows every single little mark – Quick tip: don’t EVER get black tiles if you 
have cats!!  These footprints looked suspiciously like concrete dust, which we found more than a little 
disquieting… The evening before my husband had laid a new concrete floor in our new extension next to the 
kitchen and to protect her feet from the concrete we thought we had prevented Pandora (as well as The 
Others) from gaining access to the area, but it appears not.  As we stood there viewing the little impressions 
of some rather Pretty Persistent Paw Prints, which were like shining little impressions in the new concrete it 
was apparent our plan to exclude Pandora from the extension had officially failed.  They were extremely 
artistic going from one side to the other before going round in a large circle.  At least Pandora is consistent.  
She is consistent about being Persistent.   
 
Like all Korats, Pandora loves visitors and anyone who calls on us 
can expect to be interviewed at length by her as she is 
Persistently Nosey. Pandora, in her capacity as the Principal of 
Purses, feels it’s her duty to investigate everyone who calls, 
especially if they have a bag. Pandora loves bags. According to 
Pandora, bags have lots of potential, especially if they are left 
open as this provides her with the perfect opportunity to have a 
good rummage around inside until something of interest is 
found. While she retains the face of Perfect Feline Innocence, 
Pandora makes her selection, hiding it swiftly in a place where no 
one would ever think of looking! 
 
Unlike my rescue cats, who view all domestic cleaning 
equipment with great mistrust, I’ve found Korats, well certainly 
mine, are quite unfazed by it.  In fact, I think it fair to say that 
nothing bothers Pandora who observes the hissing of the steam 
mop with complete disdain and remains unmoved (literally and figuratively) by the vacuum cleaner, often 
causing me to clean around her and take care I don’t hoover up her tail.  She also loves to supervise my 
husband cutting wood, which he does with a very noisy chop saw but doesn’t even flinch from her perch a 
safe distance away on top of the log store.  In all these things Pandora is invincible, there’s only one that 



 
Fig.2 Pandora loves to supervise while Binx says 
“I’ve got him!!” 

 

 
Fig.3 Pandora looks on with a sense of satisfaction.  Binx 
may think he is the King of the Castle, she says, but it 

doesn’t matter for SHE is the Queen - and always will be... 
 

 
Fig.5 Pandora looks on with a sense of satisfaction. Binx may 
think he is the King of the Castle, she says, but it doesn’t 
matter for SHE is the Queen - and always will be... 

 

Fig.4 The sun came out after the bed was made :-)  
giving everyone the purrfect opportunity for a little 
wash and a snooze! 

 

appears to give her a problem and that’s cleaning windows.  This causes her to squint and wrinkle her pretty 
little lilac leather nose with disgust, although I believe her objections are more to do with the fact I’m 
removing her “nose art” than the actual cleaning itself.  She considers her art work to be sacred and feels it 
should be preserved for posterity, the reason for this is because it’s in a class all of its own...   
 

Today was bed-making day, a favourite past-time of both Pandora 
and her Deputies who provide an ever-present, almost giggling 
and very willing audience that Pandora finds very pleasing. 
Pandora always loves an audience. The first hurdle is always 
actually getting the linen out of the airing cupboard – as soon as 
any door is opened it is immediately, if not sooner, investigated 
by the 3 cats who feel it their duty to generally prevent any doors 
from being closed. This door was no exception and soon they 
were all busily checking the airing cupboard for whatever it is 
airing cupboards need to be checked for, which in turn created a 
pleasing delay and several towels to fall to the floor and have to 
be picked up again before the door could be closed once more. In 
an interesting tangle of heads, tails and bodies we aimed for the 
stairs with Pandora bunny hopping up them just in front of me. 
She always does this, her little round rump pausing on every step 

in exactly the spot I need to place my feet until we get to the bedroom where all the cats eagerly jump up on 
the bed ready for the real fun to begin… 
 
 As soon the clean sheet is unfolded and flapped in the air 
there is a frenzy of excitement with Indi immediately ending 
up underneath the sheet to hide from Binx who stays on the 
top. Pandora occasionally allows herself to join in, but only 
when it’s dignified and necessary.  This is because Korats are 
always dignified and only involve themselves by extending an 
elegant paw to enhance the game. Putting on the actual 
Duvet cover requires greater skill and usually, despite my best 
attempts, I end up with one, or more, of the cats on the 
inside. 
 

 
Pleased, Pandora waits for piece de résistance - the comforter, 
which remains something of a security blanket to all our cats.  From 
kittens they have loved to lay, play and generally sleep on it, 
climbing underneath its soft, warm layers in the winter during the 
chilly nights is probably one of our greatest pleasures - I love that 
we snuggle together in layers of real, live breathing fur and cotton 
and wouldn’t swap this for the world – even if it is quite often 
extremely Persistent!!   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Pandora, Indi and Binx all wish you a very  
Happy Christmas and a wonderful New Year.  

They will return to bring you their  
Paws for Thought in the next edition, 

 with the tale of “Pandora’s Box!” 



Show Points Scheme  
If you show your cats, don’t forget to let Jen Day have details of your show wins throughout 
2015.  We are almost at the end of our Show Year (our points scheme, runs each calendar 
year, from 1 Jan to 31 Dec, unlike the GCCF show year) so Jen needs your show results 
soon.   

The Prefix to earn the highest number of Points will be awarded Breeder of the Year. Then 
each cat’s points will be totalled and awards made to Best Adult Korat (male and female) 
Best Neuter Korat (male and female). An award is also made for Best Thai (one award for 
all categories) and Best Kitten (one award for all categories).   

So that Jen can check your cat into the correct category, please indicate type, i.e. 
is it a Korat, Thai Lilac or Thai Blue Point and the sex, i.e. M/F/MN/FN. 

 
Full details of the Points Scheme can be found on pages 12-13 of the Spring 2015 
newsletter, now available on the club website if you can’t find your copy (korats.org.uk - 
newsletters page).  But don’t forget, if you want to participate in the awards, Jen needs 
your results!  So make sure you send them to her by the end of January 2016, for all GCCF 
wins awarded in 2015. 
 

 Special Club Rosettes  
In addition to the prestige of having a winning cat, each time your cat gains a new title, 
you can claim a special club rosette. These are very striking; in shades of blue with silver 
and the club’s logo.  Your cat’s new title and pedigree name is printed on the tails, in silver. 

If you know your cat has achieved a title in 2015, once again, let Jen know by the end of 
January 2016. 
 
 
 
Just for Fun answers! 
 
 
 



£Treasurer’s Notes 

Come gather ’round people 
Wherever you roam 

And admit that the waters 
Around you have grown 
And accept it that soon 

You’ll be drenched to the bone 
If your time to you is worth savin’ 

Then you better start swimmin’ or you’ll sink like a stone 
For the times they are a-changin’ 

 
Now you know the tune so just hum along or really have a singalong and find it on You Tube. 
Thought  I'd  start  with  something  different  and  yet  very  appropriate,  for the times  ARE  
a-changing. I have decided that after ??? years it's time for a change and that after the next 
AGM in Spring 2016 I will step down as Treasurer for KCA. Time for new ideas and a fresh 
approach perhaps, I've done it for long enough. 
However, now for the bad news..... if you thought you would escape my ramblings that easily then 
think again, here we go >>>>>> 
As usual, I actually manage to find a life that is not feline dominated so the saga that is 
Bradford City (remember them, Chelsea do !) started again last Wednesday with a rush hour 
journey oop north and both A1 and M62 doing the M25 impersonation, it was s..l..o..w. The FA cup 
journey has started and now Aldershot are disposed of it’s Chesham (who?) next. I'll keep you 
informed. Our winter holiday is booked and it’s back to iced drinks with a dash of alcohol and 
toes in the Indian Ocean. Luvverly. 
Jen says I have to mention Korats so thank you to all for keeping the subs coming in and the 
pictures and koratty messages, very good to read them. One of ours has now discovered the 
"roof" but I work on the well-tried principle that "if you go up there then you can get yourself 
down and it doesn't matter how much noise you make!” It works. 
And finally my little bit of Yorkshire humour, Just gerr t’accent reet as theur read it.  
   

A Yorkshireman goes to a goldsmiths and asks, "Can tha mek us a gold statue o'me whippet?" 
The goldsmith says he can, then asks: "Do you want it 18 carat?" 

The man replies :"Nay lad, chewin' a bone'll do fine." 
Cheers, 
Brian 

KCA Subscriptions for 2016 are due on 1st January. 

If taking a paper newsletter : Single: £9    Joint: £11     Overseas: £12               

Newsletter sent by email:   Single: £7      Joint: £9          No overseas supplement   

Name(s)  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Tel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Send your cheques, payable to Korat Cat Association, to: 
Brian Lacey (Treasurer), The Cottage Cattery, Stapleford Road, Whissendine, Rutland LE15 7HF 
Remember you can pay via PayPal using ~ treasurerkca@btinternet.com ~ quite a few are using this now 

mailto:treasurerkca@btinternet.com


Sample needed for Analysis – How difficult can it be? 
 
Fai-faa, a Thai Blue Point belonging to Patricia Samson who lives with his 15 year old 
companion Mali, a Thai Lilac, deserves sympathy because he’s been feeling rather 
out of sorts.  However, he was well enough to cause mayhem when a urine sample 
was required.  I had to laugh at his efforts to disoblige, and Patricia was happy for 
her emails describing events to be shared.  
 
For the record I‘ve never heard of anything connected with Korats and bladder 
problems. I’ve encountered the very occasional one over the years, but the 
frequency doesn’t seem to be greater than the average in the cat 
population, and I’ve not heard of any familial links. If anyone reading 
this knows anything different I’ll put you touch to share the relevant 
information with Patricia.    

Jen Lacey 
 
 
Fai-faa was unwell, lethargic and losing weight, so he'd been to the vet who found a tender 
bladder and a suspected UTI . They gave him a depot antibiotic injection (a cephalosporin) and 
meloxicam, and asked me to collect a urine specimen.  He was well enough to upend the litter tray 
with the special pellets in it, so they went all over the downstairs bathroom (of course, I hear you 
say), so no success there.  She thought he might have crystals in his urine, irritating the bladder 
lining. There was a program on TV saying that certain breeds of oriental cat are prone to urinary 
crystal formation; though she thinks Korat was not one of them.  However I though it worth 
asking you whether anything's known on this.  He's to spend a day at the vet's on Monday in a pen 
with no alternative to the urine-collecting pellets, presumably with the tray nailed to the floor, 
poor boy, so we’ll find out.  He's improving but not as fast as I'd have expected after injected 
antibiotic.  His kidneys are normal to palpation. 
 
(I suggested to Patricia increasing the liquid intake by adding water to food.) 
 
I've tried all sorts of wet food, including freshly roasted chicken tonight, and they simply bury it 
under the nearest mat.  So I'm being generous with the (very expensive) treats, the Webbox 
sticks and Lick-e-lix. There's no particular stressor I can identify.   I'll let you know how he goes 
on, of course.  
 
The update: 
Fai-faa's kidney and liver function tests are okay; also his glucose, but collecting urine from a 
Korat... words almost fail me!!   
 
He refused to pee during 12 hours in a pen at the vet's so she lent me a large pen to incarcerate 
him at home until he did.  And of course Mali has needed to start a course of prednisolone, having 
spent the day without him throwing up. 
 
I’ve always known that he is both intelligent and naughty, but he’s never had quite this scope to 
express these talents before. Cat-pen in bathroom (where he’s accustomed to having his litter 
tray) with food bowl, lick-e-lix treat on a tiny plate, water bowl, cushion and litter tray of 
collection pellets in place……… 
 
He took less than ten minutes to spread pellets all over the bathroom (outside the pen), soak the 
cushion, lick up the treat and continue yowling.  On inspection, the remaining pellets in the tray 



were wet, but there was nothing a pipette could suck up.  There was, however, a bit more moisture 
on the floor of the excellent pen, so granny applied pipette to that, I don’t know whether it’s spilt 
drinking water or cat urine, but given the pale yellow tinge I’m hopeful that it is indeed a urine 
specimen!  
 
He’s now had his meloxicam, Mali has had her prednisolone, and I’m having a large glass of dry red! 
 
The other tidbit, as it were, is advice from the vet that tinned chopped tomatoes in the diet are 
said to be good for dissolving urine crystals.  Since neither of these two recognise anything but 
IAMS biscuits as food (freshly roasted chicken, sardines in tomato sauce, every brand of 
gourmet cat food stocked by the big Tesco, and no, I am not going to visit Fortnum and Mason's 
for him) I'm giving him 5ml of tomato juice by syringe twice a day.  I can't see why that wouldn't 
work as well as chopped tomatoes... after all you don't get the fibre in your urine, do you? 
 
Wish us luck! 
 
Love to you all 
Patricia 
 

◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇◇ 

Tips on how to train your Cat on a Leash 
Encourage your cat's love of the outdoors safely by teaching your cat 
to walk on a leash.  

 Pet your cat and show your cat the harness and occasionally 
drape it over her body. Take it off if she gets upset.  

 Attach the harness and let your cat wear it for a few minutes 
at a time (or only a few seconds if she objects). Expect 
agitation and refusal to move at first. Cross your fingers that 
she starts walking around while comfortably wearing it. 

 Treats for each small accomplishment can only help.  
 When she seems comfortable, adjust the harness for a safe fit. You should be able to fit 

two fingers between her and the harness all around her body.  
 Attach the leash and hold it loosely while you follow her around your home. She might (or 

might not) agree to let you choose your direction of travel.  
 Repeat the above step until you think she's ready to see the wider world, then pick her up, 

open the door, hold her in your arms and let her look around.  
 If she's calm, take a few steps outside. ALWAYS carry your cat outside so she doesn't start 

thinking an open door means she's free to leave the building. Bring her back inside. 
Reward with treats. Repeat until comfortable.  

 Carry her outside, place her on the ground and keep a firm grasp on the leash. Let her 
choose the itinerary. Does she want to lie in the grass or check out an alley? Let her 
decide (within reason, of course). Abort the mission when she says it's over. Reward with 
treats.  

 Try taking your cat out at different times of day. She might walk when it's bright and busy 
but relax when the outdoors are darker and quieter.  

 You might open a whole new world of fun for your cat or she might demonstrate that she's 
happiest inside. Either outcome is OK.  

 If all goes well and you decide on regular excise via a harness and lead, you could try using an 
extendable dog lead to allow more freedom and distance. 

 
Information taken from The Cat Channel 



Winter Hazards…..Antifreeze & Christmas! 
 
As the winter draws closer, we are reminded of hazards the season can bring. There are many dangers to 
be aware of in the winter months; the following information was provided by International Cat Care to 
warn cat owners of the season’s dangers! 
 
Ethylene glycol, otherwise known as antifreeze, is commonly used during the winter to prevent 
freezing, but for cats this chemical is deadly, and as part of our ongoing Keeping Cats Safe campaign we 
have produced important safety advice for owners: 

• Avoid using antifreeze altogether (use screen wash and de-icer sprays that do not contain 
ethylene glycol). 

• NEVER use antifreeze in outdoor water features. 
• If you do have antifreeze products, keep in clearly labelled, sealed containers. 
• Store products containing ethylene glycol safely away from animals (and children). 
• Clean up any spillages immediately and keep cats away from affected areas until dry. 
• Look out for the signs of antifreeze poisoning: sickness; a wobbly gait (appearing ‘drunk’); 

weakness; tiredness; increased drinking and urination; and collapse. 
• Be aware of your cat’s normal health and behaviour – this will help you to notice signs of 

illness and seek veterinary treatment as soon as possible. 
• If you suspect your cat has been poisoned with antifreeze, seek immediate veterinary 

treatment. Antifreeze poisoning is lethal and the faster you can get your cat treatment, 
the better chance it has of surviving. 

 
Preventing accidental poisoning in the first instance and seeking immediate treatment should you suspect 
poisoning, really can make a difference. 
 
For more antifreeze information go to:    icatcare.org/advice/keeping-cats-safe/antifreeze 
 
The Christmas festive period also brings its fair share of hazards for your cat: 
Christmas Plants 
Poinsettias are beautiful, but are mildly toxic to cats and may cause some drooling, vomiting, or rarely 
diarrhoea, if eaten.  Skin irritation can occur from contact with the milky sap.  It is still a good idea to 
keep the plant out of reach.  In addition, mistletoe, holly, ivy and Christmas cherry can cause a 
tummy upset and should be kept away from inquisitive cats.  Berries falling off displays in the house 
should be picked up quickly, before they become playthings for cats. 
Christmas Trees & Decorations 
If you have a real tree, the needles are likely to drop.  These can be very sharp and can easily get stuck 
in pawpads, or throats.  Decorations can also be intriguing for pets, glass baubles can be particularly 
sharp when broken and ingestion of tinsel and fake snow can also cause stomach upsets.  Chewing of 
lights and wires can be a problem, especially for nosy kittens. Try to put multiple extension sockets into 
a box or cover them in some way so that they cannot get wet, it’s not unusual for cats to wee on new and 
strange things! Finally, it is advisable to secure your tree well to make sure it cannot fall over if an 
excitable cat decides to swing on it.   
Christmas Food 
Chocolate is toxic to cats, although the amount a cat needs to eat to make them ill is a lot higher than 
for dogs, and they are not usually so tempted to eat it. Signs of chocolate poisoning include being sick, 
diarrhoea, drinking a lot, appearing drunk, trembling or even having a fit.  Similarly, grapes and raisins, 
may affect cats but poisoning is much less common. The Veterinary Poisons Information Service advise 
treatment of cats known to have eaten these foods, and suggest, for example, mince pies are not left 
out.  If you think your cat has eaten such food contact your vet who may contact VPIS.  Another hazard 
can be cooked poultry bones – they are hard for cats to digest and can get stuck in the digestive 
system so make sure your cats can’t raid the bin after the Christmas lunch. 
Seasonal Candles 
Always a hazard with cats – be careful where you put them and watch out for cats! 
Festive Foreign Bodies 
‘Foreign bodies’ is the term used to describe non-food items that have become lodged in a cat’s body, 
often the digestive tract.  Tinsel lametta (the long thin decorative strips of tinsel) and string (around meat 
or used to hang decorations) are common culprits.  Try to keep your cat away, remove the material if 
possible, and keep an eye out for signs of illness. These can be subtle in cats and include simply sleeping 
more, hiding away and being sick or refusing food.  
Festive Noises 
Balloons, Christmas crackers and poppers are all very noisy and may cause fear in your cat.  Ensure your 
pet is kept away from these noises to prevent panic. 
 
 

http://cts.vresp.com/c/?InternationalCatCare/56a5ddd4fe/f10d7851f5/4f376214f4


Conclusion 
The Christmas season is a time for celebration but don’t forget your cat this year. Simple changes can 
keep cats safe and make them feel more secure. 
 
For more information go to:   http://icatcare.org/advice/keeping-cats-safe/christmas 

 
Please share this information with as many friends  

and family as you possibly can!! 
 
 

The Thais  
The Governing Council of the Cat Fancy recognises Korat 
type cats whose appearance differs from the traditional 
solid blue.  There are three types which have been bred but 
currently only two which have championship status; these 
are registered as Thai Lilac and Thai Blue Point. An 
application for recognition of the Thai Lilac Point will be 
made soon.   

The Thai Lilac (above) has a dominant solid coat 
gene but is doubly recessive for the chocolate gene 
and so exhibits the diluted but solid coat colour.  The 
Thai Blue Point (left) has a dominant blue coat colour 
gene but is doubly recessive for he pointed gene 
and so exhibits a blue colour but restricted colour-
point coat pattern, also seen in Siamese.    

The Thai Lilac Point (right) is doubly recessive for both the 
chocolate gene and pointed gene, so that it exhibits the dilute 
coat colour and colour-point coat pattern.   

The genes responsible for Pointed and Lilacs were introduced into 
the Korat breed when new Korat breeding stock carrying the 
recessive genes was imported from Thailand.  Since the earliest 
recorded matings of Korats in the West, the occasional pointed 
kittens were born to Korats.  The first recorded ‘Lilac’ kitten was 
born to the Jenanca line in 1989, when "Jenanca Lilac Lillee" was 
born from two Korat parents in the UK. In 1990, Lillee's parents 
were re-mated, with more lilac kittens resulting. A young male lilac 
was then born to another pair, also in the UK, allowing more 
crossings without inbreeding too closely.   

In 1993, Breeders in the UK gave these adorable, different, Korat 
kittens a name and proceeded to apply for recognition. 
Preliminary Recognition was granted in Council in February 2002 
and Provisional Status was agreed from June 2009 and Thai Blue 
Point and Thai Lilac cats were shown at Intermediate level.  
Championship Status followed in June 2013 when Provisional Status was dropped en masse.  Thai Blue Point 
and Thai Lilac cats can now be awarded Challenge and Premier Certificates. 

The first recorded Thai Lilac Point was born to the Clairabelle line in 2014 when Clairabelle Pixie Dust was born 
from two Korat parents in the UK. A re-mating from the same parents resulted in another Thai Lilac Point, this 
time a boy, Clairabelle Ninja Rococoa. A third Thai Lilac Point has recently been born into the Jusarka line. An 
application for recognition will be made for these soon as a new colour of an existing breed (the Thais) and 
they will join the Thai Lilac and Thai Blue Point in their existing classes.  

Photos courtesy of Julie Cherkas & Clair Harding-Brown 

http://icatcare.org/advice/keeping-cats-safe/christmas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governing_Council_of_the_Cat_Fancy
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Fluffy discovers the Christmas tree lights! 

 

 
Right in the middle of the vegetable aisle,  

Frosty gets caught picking his nose! 
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KORAT  & THAI CAT  ASSOCIATION 
LIST  OF  BREEDERS 

 
 

NAME / LOCATION   PREFIX / TEL NO EMAIL / WEB ADDRESS 
 
Mr H Bailey [KOR]   Korag   hb_87_@hotmail.com 
Kent     07540 320387 
Miss E Beale [KOR]   No Prefix  memmie_89@hotmail.com 
London     07809 203290 
Ms E Beckett [KOR]   Indigo   beckett199@btinternet.com 
Hampshire    023 9229 6647  
Mr R & Mrs L Best [KOR & TAI] Myfanwy  richpbest@hotmail.com 
Cardiff     029 2084 2845 
Mr & Mrs L Black* [KOR]  Kanzona   felicityvincent@googlemail.com 
London     020 7485 1211 
Ms Julie Cherkas* [KOR & TAI] Jusarka  jusarka@yahoo.co.uk 
Southampton     023 8090 4187 
Ms Jo Collar [KOR & TAI]  No Prefix   jocollar01@gmail.com 
Surrey     07799 062143 
Miss J Couch* [KOR & TAI]  Jasumik  tamruat03@yahoo.co.uk 
South Wales     01792 791207 
Mrs C Harding-Brown* [KOR & TAI] Clairabelle  animalantix@me.com 
Berkshire     07889 119224  www.animalantix.com 
Mrs H Hawkins* [KOR]   Koorahk  koorahk_korats34@hotmail.com 
Manchester     0161 281 6482  www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk 
Mrs J Jeffers*  [KOR & TAI]  Maipenrai  jj@korat.co.uk 
Isle of Man     01624 823655 
Mrs J Lacey*  [KOR & TAI]  Jenanca  jen.lacey@btinternet.com 
Rutland     01664 474408  www.jenanca.com 
Mrs A & Ms B Locher  [KOR & TAI] Bikila         walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk 
London     020 8898 4299  beatricelocher@hotmail.com 
Miss C Nichols* [KOR]   Nikelsilva  nikelsilva@yahoo.com 
Humber Bridge    01482 627029 
Mrs S Ozimkowski [KOR]  Jingdao  janozimkowski@btinternet.com 
South Warwickshire   01608 684041    
Mrs Louise Portsmouth [KOR& TAI] Cattleya  louise.portsmouth@mac.com 
Royal Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire 01793 938543  
Mrs M Saunders [KOR & TAI]  Chandrakan  mary23@btinternet.com 
Devon     01395 597791 
Ms G Sinclair [KOR]   Sawatao  gab.s@virgin.net 
London     07814 894733 
Miss C Treacher [KOR]  Saluay   clare.treacher83@gmail.com 
London     07714 279625 
Mr W Wilkinson [KOR]   Theoaks  williewilkinson@btinternet.com  
North Cotswolds   01608 651140  
Mrs S Williams-Elliss*  [KOR & TAI] Serennol  serennol@yahoo.co.uk   
Nottinghamshire    07807 888718   www.serennol.co.uk 
Mrs Liz Wilson [KOR & TAI]  Higford   lizziecatw@higford.orangehome.co.uk 
Herefordshire    01531 660283         

* Denotes stud ownership   
 
OVERSEAS KORAT BREEDERS 
Ms C Baird    Primprau’s  Denmark      dkkorat@yahoo.dk 
Mr B Pollesche    Kobalt   Germany      bpollesche@arcor.de 
 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

K&TCA  KITTEN  LIST  SERVICE 
 

Contact Julie Cherkas with your litter information and she will place the details on the KTCA website. 
Please include date of birth, number of kittens born, type of kittens (i.e. Korats or Thais), 
number of each sex still available and date the kittens will be ready for their new homes. 

Please remember to let Julie know when your kittens have been placed. 

 



www.korats.org.uk 
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The Governing Council of the Cat Fancy 
5 Kings Castle Business Park, The Drove Bridgwater TA6 7PF 

Telephone 01278 427 575 
Website www.gccfcats.org 
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The Governing Council of the Cat Fancy is a company limited by guarantee  
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